Cationic lipid binding to DNA: characterization of complex formation.
We recently demonstrated that cationic lipids, added in monomer or micellar form, bind to DNA, resulting in the formation of a hydrophobic complex. This complex can serve as a well-defined intermediate in the preparation of DNA-lipid particles (DLPs) with many potential applications for delivery of polynucleotides in vitro and in vivo. To develop a better understanding of the factors governing complex formation, we have characterized the cationic lipid/DNA binding reaction. This was evaluated by measuring DNA and cationic lipid (DODAC) complex formation using the Bligh and Dyer extraction procedure. Efficient recovery of DNA (> 95%) in the organic phase was achieved when sufficient monocationic lipids interact with DNA phosphate groups. The rate of binding depends on the amount of DNA or cationic lipid present in the system. The time required to generate the hydrophobic complex was increased when < 10 micrograms of DNA or < 40 nmol of DODAC was present. Surprisingly, the rate of complex formation was contingent on the incubation period after partitioning the DNA/lipid mixture into organic and aqueous phases. These results suggest that the cationic lipid/DNA complex forms at the aqueous/organic interface and that DNA/lipid binding is dependent on multivalent interactions at this interface. A Scatchard analysis of DNA/DODAC binding demonstrated that the binding reaction exhibits a high degree of positive cooperativity. The apparent dissociation constant (Kn), using data obtained under conditions where DODAC binding to DNA approached saturation, indicated a high-affinity reaction (Kn > 10(-11) mol L-1). At this point, approximately 8400 mol of DODAC was bound per mole of DNA, which is equivalent to a charge ratio (+/-) of 0.585 for the 7.2 kb plasmid used and suggests that formation of the hydrophobic complex occurs at a stage prior to charge neutralization. The influence of other lipids on DNA/cationic lipid binding at the aqueous/organic interface was also studied. Cholesterol and DOPC had little effect on DNA/DODAC binding while the anionic lipids LPI, DOPS, and DMPG inhibited complex formation. The zwitterionic lipid DOPE, however, had a concentration-dependent effect on cationic lipid binding that was also dependent on the mixing order. We believe that this approach for evaluating lipid/DNA binding provides an effective procedure for assessing factors which control the dissociation of lipids from DNA and may be beneficial in the selection of lipids for effective use in gene transfection studies.